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A DAILY PAPER

Is proposed to be published in Washington City.

By WILLIAM DUANE & SON.

THE MOTIVES AND OBJECTS OF THE UNDERTAKING.

A FORMER plan of this kind, maturely digested and intended to commence with the permanent
establishment of government in the Columbian district, was relinquished from motives of personal
and political delicacy. Subsequent circumstances have superceded these motives, and the repeated
solicitations of numbers of the most respectable characters, and the palpable necessity of a
vigorous and vigilant press, have determined the Editors on issuing the present proposals. The
accomplishment of the undertaking now depends wholly on the effective support which shall be
given, to defray the expences necessarily dependent on a well conducted paper.

To diffuse correct information—to promote the public good—to sustain the cause of truth, and
assert the insulted principles of the Federal Democracy of America, will be the particular duty of this
paper.

It was once conceived that no extravagance of vulgarity and insolence, united with meanness and
misinformation, could be found in America after the departure of Porcupine—but what was deemed
impossible, has been realized in two papers reared up and sustained in the full flower of depravity,
by the same men and means which supported that dishonor of the public morals, that disgrace of
the press.

The Washington Federalist, and Anti-Democrat of Baltimore, have surpassed every thing that has
preceded them—without a feature to engage virtuous respect, or a talent to cheer or delight the
innocent affections—capacitated only for calumny or falshood, their vocation has been the vocation
of Demons—to cut asunder the sympathies of men—to propagate hatreds—to torture and deform
every virtue—to bring truth and honor into disrepute—and break up the foundations of society by
an open contempt of morals—and by their practice and precepts, exciting doubts of the reality of
private integrity or public disinterestedness.

Their success has not been equal to their activity—they have deceived none who were not already
willing to be deceived, or too much insulated from information to discover their deception;—and it is
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a moral obligation on society to employ every effort to rescue itself from the shame and prove that
there is not an indifference to the existence of such nuisances.

To resist, repel, and expose those papers and their patrons, the present paper is now undertaken; to
pursue the reptiles through their foul mazes, and apply the antidote in the moment that their poison
is scattered abroad.

We pledge ourselves to investigate the conduct of public men, be they of whatever political sect
—we shall contrast the measures of past times with the present—and of the former delegates
of the people with those now in trust; we shall examine where those were cruel and persecuting,
these patient and tolerant— those personally avaricious and nationally prodigal; these practising in
prosperity the moderation and frugality which they professed in adversity; those proscribing opinion
and exciting hatred— these forgetting injuries, opening the doors of social communion, and offering
an oblivion of wrongs and injuries upon the altar of patriotism.

Our constitution has declared the freedom of the press inviolate. The people have seen the press
and constitution violated, and the act of violence rendered superior to the constitution and to
justice.

Who are they that have done these things—and how? We 0shall enquire who they are, We shall shew
what they have done, We shall display what they intend to do—respectively.

We shall shew that the authors of the violation in 1798 are now the panders of slander—the wanton
assassins of principle, and libellers of character—men inconsistent in every thing but the uniformity
of their hostility to the sacred axioms of human rights, upon which our revolution commenced and
our nation was created—we shall exhibit them, with their vices “thick upon them” seeking to effect
by the abuses of freedom and the press, objects which they could not accomplish by treachery,
terror, and usurpation—that they have degraded themselves and now seek to bring down the
people and the press to the same degradation.

Against the right of private opinion we shall never raise our voice, and shall sedulously avoid offence
to every individual who is not himself an offender. But we shall unkennel and pursue the authors
and abettors of calumny, and we shall scourge them with the weapons of reason and ridicule.

These are the objects of this undertaking.

THE TERMS.
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1. It shall be printed on a fine white paper, in folio, on a new type, of which this is a specimen.

2. The subscription shall be eight dollars while the number is under 1000; seven dollars when 1000.

3. To commence as soon as 500 subscribers shall advance half a year's subscription.

4. The subscription to be paid in advance, half yearly.
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